
SEQUENCE OF PLAY  QUICK Introductory Level Game, 16 March 2023

SELECT CUBES PHASE
(secret and simultaneous)

- Select 4 cubes from Pool and keep hidden in hand or on Organization Display. If you need cubes, re-
fill Pool with all cubes from Discard Pile.
- HQ and CP units removed in previous Round re-appear (6.7)
- CIV markers wander (roll 1d6 for each marker and move it 1 hex in direction indicated).

ACTIONS PHASE
(alternate actions)

- Take 4 Actions, one at a time alternately, starting with player with Initiative Marker. (Player with 
Initiative may declare whether they will take the next Action (7.4))
- One cube is discarded to perform a single action by a selected unit and the Enablers allocated to it. 
The same unit may execute more than one action in the phase, and they may be different actions.
- End the Phase when players have discarded all cubes they had in hand.

Actions Chart (“in command” = Maneuver Unit is within 2 hexes of HQ; HQ is within 3 hexes of CP)
Action Discard a BLUE cube and do one of... Discard a PINK cube and do one of...

Redeploy n/a - Redistribute a total of up to 3 Enablers between and among the in-
command Maneuver Units and/or HQs of up to 2 formations. A unit
must be in-command to receive an Enabler.

Revive n/a - Remove Reduced marker from 1 in-command Maneuver Unit; or
- choose up to 2 Enablers from Exhausted and move to Available.

Regroup - choose 1 Enabler from Supply (add to Available); or
- put 1 cube of either color from Supply in Pool; or
- choose 1 Enabler from Available and allocate it to 1 in-command
unit.

n/a

Move - Move 1 unit 1 hex; or move up to all the in-command Maneuver 
Units and HQ of one formation 1 hex; or move up to all in-
command formation HQ units and their in-command assigned 
Maneuver Units 1 hex. (Bonus move: in-command Maneuver 
Units may move up to 2 hexes if 1 is Open terrain.)

n/a

Attack - One Maneuver Unit plus allocated Enablers may attack 1 
adjacent unit. See (6.7) and below.

n/a

- Count the Combat Power (CP) totals on both sides. Maneuver Unit CP depends on hex attacking into or defending in. Attacker -1 CP if Reduced. 
HQ CP is always 1, defensive. Each different type of Enabler allocated to Maneuver Unit adds 1 to the total CP (there are 4 different types). +1 to 
total defending CP if defending in Close/Rubble terrain.
- Players roll #d6 = total CP. Player inflicts 1 Loss on the other player for each “5” or “6” they roll. Defender rolls and inflicts first.
- Satisfying 1 Loss: exhaust 1 Enabler; or Reduce a Maneuver Unit; or remove an already Reduced one; or (if defending), retreat up to 1 hex into 
empty or friendly-occupied hex (attacker may advance into vacated hex). Exhaust all Enablers before removing a Maneuver Unit. When removing a 
Maneuver Unit, place a Rubble marker (hex is now Close terrain) and a CIV marker in its hex and remove 1 random cube from the Pool from the 
game (optionally, roll on the Fate Table, adjust Popular Support Chart).
- A HQ is not Reduced. First exhaust all allocated Enablers or retreat; then remove from play for rest of round (Maneuver Units in formation will 
temporarily not be in command). HQ will reappear in Select Cubes Phase of next round, with or adjacent to any Maneuver Unit of its formation.
- A Command Post is not Reduced. If it cannot retreat or has already retreated, remove from play for rest of round and remove 1 random cube from 
the Pool from the game. While the Post is not on the map the owning player may not Redeploy, Regroup or Revive. In Select Cubes Phase of next 
round, place the Post adjacent to any friendly HQ.

Claim 
Initiative

Discard EITHER color cube. The player takes the Initiative Marker and puts it in front of them. This means they will go first in the 
next round. The Initiative marker may transfer between players only once per round. Optionally, Player may gain 1 Pop Spt point or 
make enemy lose 1 Pop Spt point.

Pass Discard EITHER color cube.  Pass (do nothing).

Unit Identification Chart
Units Enablers

Symbol Type Symbol Type

  Headquarters/ Command Post
CP: 1 in all terrain types     Reconnaissance (all 

symbols are the same type)

d   Infantry/ trucked infantry
CP: 3 in all terrain types   


    Artillery (all symbols are 

the same type)

 Wheeled IFV/ Stryker
CP: 4 in Open, 3 in Urban or Close/Rubble   Engineer

f  Light infantry-armor task force
CP: 4 in all terrain types   Supply


